DIRTY TO DONE!  
PART ONE

Put a new spin on your laundry routine with the Miele W1 washing machine and T1 tumble dryer. This powerhouse duo is stacked with sophisticated technology that will take the guesswork out of cleaning and “debunk” your reasons to skip laundry day.

**REASON 1**  
YOU ARE SHORT ON TIME  
As compared to traditional machines, select Miele W1 washing machines come equipped with QuickIntenseWash to clean your fabrics faster and more efficiently. Its high-level cleaning performance will deliver excellent cleanliness in less than one hour!

**REASON 2**  
YOU ARE BAD AT READING DIRECTIONS  
We get it, the care instructions on clothing labels can be a little confusing. Lucky for you, each Miele W1 washing machine with TwinDos has a built-in, two-phase dosing system that dispenses the optimal quantity of bleach and detergent at precisely the right time—delivering excellent wash results, including stain removal and brighter colors.

**REASON 3**  
YOU ARE NOT INTO IRONING  
Leave your clothes with a smooth finish. With Miele’s SoftSteam, available with the T1 tumble dryer, steam is formed within the honeycomb of the drum to penetrate and visibly smooth your laundry. This ensures that ironing is much easier and faster, or even better, completely superfluous.

A NEW GH SEAL HOLDER  
Miele’s W1 washing machine and T1 tumble dryer impressed the pros from the GH Institute Cleaning Lab. Here’s why:

The new Miele washer and dryer are easy to use and have large capacities for machines of this size. With a wide array of cycles and options, there’s no laundry load they can’t handle. The TwinDos system not only takes the guesswork out of measuring and adding detergent and bleach, but impressively removed even set-in stains from our test swatches. Our test laundry loads were done quickly and well!